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Preface
On March 14–16, 2012, the Women Writers Project at the Brown University and the Center for Digital
Editions at the University of Würzburg organized a three-day workshop with generous sponsorship from
the National Endowment for the Humanities and the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. The event
brought together a group of about 35 on-site participants and a community of about 85 virtual
participants who followed the live stream and the Twitter feed. Some of these virtual participants asked
questions or contributed comments, and some of them helped communicate the substance of the event to
a wider Twitter audience.
The design of the event was aimed at creating the conditions for a substantive, wide-ranging,
interdisciplinary, expert discussion of humanities data modeling grounded in many relevant fields. To
accomplish this, we invited participants to make several different kinds of contributions, including
papers on theoretical approaches, case studies grounded in specific projects, focused panel discussions on
theory and on pedagogy, and also more general discussion at intervals throughout the event. Slides,
papers, and videos of the workshop can be found online.1
The following white paper tries to sum up important topics and problems which came up in the
presentations and discussions and to outline some general aspects of data modeling in digital humanities.
Its aim is to offer a reference point for further research and to stimulate discussion on a topic crucial to
Digital Humanities.

I. Introduction
The question of what would constitute “theory” for digital humanities is contested and somewhat
fraught. From the perspective of humanists for whom “theory” means the cultural and critical theory that
has been naturalized in humanities departments during the past thirty years, Alan Liu’s recent question,
“where is cultural criticism in the digital humanities?” reflects a general sense that the digital humanities
has done too little to theorize its work (Liu 2012). For others working in the field, the place to look for
digital humanities “theory” would be rather in the philosophical, logical, computational, and
mathematical systems that undergird the representational structures we use. Thus the statement that “the
database is the theory” could be unpacked to refer to work that examines theories of database design,
first-order logic, ontologies, and other fundamental systems of information structure (Bauer 2011). Both
of these positions create an artificial distance: the assumption that digital humanities theory will be very
close to established cultural theories ignores the fact that digital humanities is bringing together two very
different fields both with their own and very different theoretical traditions and that both traditions will
have to be considered and, if possible, merged in this new field.
The claim that “the database is the theory” on the other hand is in conflict with the meaning of ‘theory’.
Theory is usually the theory of something, trying to spell out the basic concepts relevant in the praxis of
1
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doing something. An interpretation and a theory of interpretation for example are therefore very different
even if the interpretation is very theory-informed — they try to achieve different goals and they typically
use different means to do so. Therefore a theory of digital humanities cannot simply coincide with its
praxis. It can, as a human and social activity, very probably learn a lot from older theories — the
relationship of actions to power structures comes to mind — but first of all it must be founded in a very
close look at the activities of digital humanists, especially if it wants to come close to the original meaning
of theory. In the following paper we will discuss data modeling as an abstraction of many practices in the
digital humanities and we hope this will be understood as a contribution to a theory of digital
humanities.

1. Defining Data Modeling
The question of how to define data modeling is of course of central concern, not only as a question of
clarification of terms, but also as a larger question of how to situate data modeling in the appropriate
context. The situation is troubled at the outset by the fact that the term “data modeling” in computer
science is most typically used in a fairly restrictive sense for the modeling of relational databases, while
the digital humanities has a more general understanding of the term: data modeling is the modeling of
some segment of the world in such a way to make some aspects computable, referring to creating
database schemas, SGML DTDs, XML schemas, ontologies etc. Thus while one can learn a great deal from
the extensive discussion of data modeling in computer science, the task at hand is to define and study the
more general concept.
In computer science, data modeling is “a collection of conceptual tools for describing data, data
relationships, data semantics, and consistency constraints” (Silberschatz et.al. 1996: 7). Another definition
puts stress on the logical side: “A data model [...] is an abstract, self-contained, logical definition of the data
structures, data operators, and so forth, that together make up the abstract machine with which users
interact.” (Date 2012: 12). Data modeling is thus understood to consist of a set of steps. The first is
conceptual data modeling: the identification and description of the entities and their relationship in the
“universe of discourse” (i.e. that part of the world a modeler is modeling), and notation of the findings,
for example in an entity-relationship diagram. The second is logical data modeling: defining the tables of a
database according the underlying relational model. The third is physical data modeling: optimization of
the database for performance, in an actual implementation. There seems to be a consensus that the third
level is somewhat at the periphery of data modeling. Ideally both the conceptual and the logical model
should be designed without any reference to the implementation. Thus the implementation can be
optimized or even replaced at a later time. Even if the distinction between the logical and the conceptual
level is a result of specific database modeling techniques, it captures an important general aspect of data
modeling. The logical model provides a structure for the data which allows the user to use a set of
algorithms to answer questions of interest in relation to the data. This computability is usually achieved
by using a mathematical model: relation, in the case of databases, or trees/graphs in the case of XML. In
these cases the logical model is a powerful formal abstraction, but it fails to represent most of the
semantic information. The conceptual model addresses this lack: it captures semantic information and
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offers an integral and embedded view of the data, organizing the information in such a way that the
logical model can either be derived automatically or is at least very easy to derive.
From the existing work in computer science and philosophy, we thus have a set of definitions and a
conceptual foundation for discussing data modeling. However, when relocating or reusing these concepts
to discuss data modeling in the digital humanities, some points of friction emerge and also some issues
that require more detailed scrutiny. In the workshop on which this white paper reports, the definitions of
data modeling that emerged from within the digital humanities frame of reference were much less clearcut. The participants were deliberately chosen to represent fairly diverse fields, including linguistics,
scholarly editing, history, visual arts, game studies, classics, philology, literary studies, and geography.
For many participants, given that “data” could be considered as whatever formal information one might
have in one’s research landscape, and “modeling” could be considered as any act of formal structuring,
“data modeling” thus could be defined in a loose sense as the set of formal representational activities
through which information is constituted in digital form. In this sense, it was suggested that “data
modeling” and “information modeling” might be at some level interchangeable terms.
However, the discussion also involved numerous attempts to add precision to this definition—to
distinguish data modeling from other representational activities—and also to explore some related
questions about how a concept like “data modeling” might function distinctively within the field of
digital humanities. The effort to establish the boundaries of the concept involves thinking about how we
scope the project of data modeling, the terminology we use, and the relation between data modeling and
related domains. In the discussion below, we consider these questions in more detail.

The Project of Data Modeling
In the workshop discussion, it became very clear that the enterprise of data modeling itself—understood
at the highest level—needs to be undertaken with an awareness of what is at stake, both for the agent
doing the modeling and also for the materials being modeled. This is not simply a matter of identifying
the strategic goals being served, but also of locating that enterprise within certain conceptual frameworks
that help make explicit the assumptions that inform the work. Our discussion focused on three such
frameworks, although these are not presented as an exhaustive list.
User requirements: curation-driven and research driven modeling. It is commonly noted in the
literature on data modeling that in order to create and evaluate a model one has to have a clear
understanding of the user requirements for the data model. In the workshop discussions we noted an
interesting duality in this respect. On the one hand, data models serve as an interchange format for some
types of users and user communities where data is typically being created and modeled with someone
else’s needs in mind (archivists, libraries, others whom we might characterize as “curation-driven
modelers”). On the other hand, data models also exist whose function is to express specific research ideas
in cases where data is being created to support the creator’s own research needs (particularly for
individual scholars and projects, whom we might characterize as “research-driven modelers”). Curationdriven modelers also make assumptions about what features of the digital objects are of interest for most
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users and in most use cases, while research-driven modelers typically concentrate more (though not
exclusively) on the needs of their own project. Thus, we have in practice two different approaches to the
task of modeling. One seeks to anticipate and synthesize very different views on digital objects and
aiming to establish standards, and this involves very specific processes to decide on these user needs and
to connect these new models with existing traditions of modeling, for example those arising in library
science. The other is interested mainly in expressing as exactly as possible the theoretical assumptions
and research interests of one or more scholars.
Constraint systems: normative, descriptive, and exploratory modeling. Another framework within
which we can usefully locate ourselves and the modeling enterprise is that of constraint systems and their
relation to the variability of the materials being modeled. In some contexts, the role of the constraint
system—the schema or set of data definitions—is to describe in formal terms a landscape of information
which we seek to understand in detail. The schema in this context serves as a proxy for the source
material (at least in structural terms) and the modeling process is one of elaborating the schema until it
constitutes a complete inventory of the features we observe in that material. The alternative approach is
one in which the constraint system represents an a priori set of stipulations concerning the shape of the
resulting data, which dictate which features of the source material can be represented in the final digital
surrogates. These stipulations may arise from functional constraints (e.g. the specific features of a specific
publishing system, or the requirements of a collaborative partner or external aggregator) or from
theoretical convictions about genre or method (for instance, in a linguistic modeling of a novel, page
breaks would probably be omitted). In practice, the descriptive extreme is common; even a
fundamentally descriptive approach (as practiced for instance by an archival project interested in
representing a very broad range of document features) will necessarily be shaped by some assumptions
about genre. However, in large-scale digitization projects the normative extreme is fairly common, if only
because the descriptive language in play is likely to be so impoverished that it necessarily omits or elides
features it cannot accommodate. A third approach is sometimes evident in research-driven modeling,
where the data model may be evolving during the research process and the formal expression of the
model through a schema serves as a way of exploring and expressing a set of current assumptions rather
than as a way of ensuring uniformity of the data.
Products: the modeled artifact and the model itself. A third framework to consider is that of the product
of the modeling process. As noted in more detail below, there are several ways to construe the term
“model”: as referring to the modeled instance (that is, a representation of an object that offers a useful
simplification of it for analytical purposes), or as referring to the underlying schema or formal statement
of properties that is understood as characterizing or typifying the set of instances being modeled. Both of
these are useful outcomes of the modeling process, and in the digital humanities both are considered
important research outcomes, but they have their value in quite different contexts. The modeled instance
(especially in large collections) represents an important contribution to scholarship by providing new
research artifacts to which new methods and tools can be applied. The large investment made during the
past twenty years in digitizing humanities content (an investment made both by governments and by
institutions) is testimony to the value of the modeled instance and the importance we attach to it in
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digitally mediated research. However, the model itself is arguably an equally important outcome in the
sense that it offers both an expression of method (how did we approach the task of modeling?) and also
an insight into the deeper patterns that inhabit the modeled instances, taken as a set. However valuable a
collection of (for instance) TEI-encoded texts may be for scholars studying a particular genre or author,
the TEI Guidelines themselves might be considered an equivalent achievement, as an argument about
how texts behave, and this is true whether or not we agree with the TEI’s specific modeling decisions.

Discipline and Terminology
Another area of additional complexity arises from the disciplinary breadth of digital humanities, and the
consequent flexibility of terminology used to describe the object being modeled, with consequences for
our understanding of what information is to be modeled, and what the model is for. Terms such as “text”,
“document”, “model”, “transcription” , and even “data” are used in humanities discourse in flexible
ways that reflect both different conceptions of these terms (arising from different disciplinary contexts)
and also in some cases long-standing debates within specific disciplines: for instance, the relationship
between “text” and “document” within traditions of textual scholarship. To speak of “modeling a text”
requires us to specify whether we consider a text to be a linguistic object, a material object, a conceptual
object (akin to the FRBR “work”), or even in some cases a string considered apart from its possible
linguistic properties. In developing concepts of data modeling in the humanities, for some purposes we
thus need to move from a colloquial and implicit understanding of such terms to a more precisely and
explicitly elaborated set of terms and definitions for use in contexts where definitional distinctions
matter.

Data Modeling and “Just Plain Modeling”
As the workshop discussion revealed, the term “data modeling” in the humanities stands in an unclear
relationship to the concept of “modeling” more generally. As Willard McCarty’s exploration of the term
in “Knowing … : Modeling in Literary Studies” suggests, it is possible to understand modeling as an
epistemological activity:2 “use of a likeness to gain knowledge of its original,” and this sense of the term
was common in the workshop discussion.
Is “modeling” on its own something distinct, or is all modeling is ultimately data modeling? Two
positions emerged. The first held that there is no difference between modeling and data modeling; any
kind of modeling in the humanities is data modeling, since modeling is the mode through which we
apprehend the perceptual world (and hence the mode through which data about that world comes into
being). In this view, “data” is understood as representing a broad continuum of observations or
information, not only those that are highly formalized, and “data modeling” refers simply to the
inevitable perceptual activities through which such information comes into existence. The second

2
McCarty has been one of the first to point out how important the concept of modeling is for a deeper understanding
of digital humanities and that a theory of modeling should be at the core of a theoretical description of the field
(McCarty 2005).
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position holds that data modeling is a specialized kind of modeling, aimed specifically towards
computational processes and therefore subject to more formalized constraints. In this view, the category
of “data” is more narrowly defined to refer to highly structured information that has been designed for
use in research, and “data modeling” refers to the work of creating that data.
In this sense, data modeling in digital humanities can be seen as a point of connection between two
intellectual domains that are traditionally considered distinct: a “higher” domain in which we
acknowledge an interpretative relationship with an artifact, and a “lower” domain in which there is
process modeling, data structures, etc.

Data Modeling and Classification
Data modeling is — in some respects — a classification task (Sperberg-McQueen 2004): it relies on the
clear definition of classes (or “entity sets” as they are termed in computer science). In Classical Theory
(arising from the philosophy of cognitive science)3 classes are defined by a list of attributes shared by all
members of the class. Members of the class (“entities”) are defined by these attribute values; if an entity
lacks one or more attributes it is not a member of this specific class. This approach has many positive
sides, because analysis of a class can thus be reduced to determining those attributes which are essential:
“Most concepts (esp. lexical concepts) are structured mental representations that encode a set of
necessary and sufficient conditions for their application, if possible, in sensory or perceptual terms.”
(Margolis and Laurence 1999: 10). However, the drawback of this approach is the fact that humans
usually do not handle concepts in such a way; their everyday understanding and their usage of concepts
seems to be organized around the idea of what is typical rather than essential in the class. For instance,
research by Eleanor Rosch on the organisation of the concept “bird” has shown that some birds, like
blackbirds or sparrows, are more typical for the concept “bird” than other birds such as ostriches or
penguins. The difference can be measured: in classification tasks subjects need longer to classify the latter
as birds. Hence in cognitive science, the prototype theory is well established as a way to describe the way
humans handle classes: by identifying a set of features that make up the typical case, while allowing for
variability in which features are actually present in any given instance.
Coming to our discussion about classification from cognitive science, one cannot help noticing that the
undisputed model of a class in computer science is that of the “classical theory.” The prototype theory
described above is one of the most important proposals to overcome the shortcomings of the classical
theory. However, according to Simsion these discussions have not found their way into data modeling in
computer science (Simsion 2007: 79). Especially in cases where the main task is to model artefacts which
are organized into classes by their users (an activity common in digital humanities), the application of a
class concept following the requirements of the classical theory will result in a lot of unsatisfactorily
borderline cases that seem to challenge the class definition by omitting one or two features.
In digital humanities, some contexts require this kind of hard-edged classification: for instance, in cases
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where the classification will drive retrieval or other basic functional systems (in which omission of
essential attributes will result in operational failure). But in many cases a better outcome would result
from an approach in which edge cases can still be considered instances of a class—for instance, letters
that are missing their bylines and signatures—and our models and delivery systems thus need to include
provision for graceful failure in the case of variation from the type. In digital humanities data modeling,
the entity definitions we develop to describe the objects we are modeling thus are not complete and are
not meant to represent a full statement about the ontology of the object. Rather, they are driven by
pragmatic concerns: they contain just those features which are necessary to fulfill the user requirements
the data model is designed for. In some cases these requirements may dictate that a given attribute be
required, but this reflects functional considerations rather than ontological primacy. Thus the class
“person” in an address database, for example, is easily described with attributes like “first name
[required]” or “phone number [optional]” and avoids thus the pitfalls of attempting a full-fledged
definition of personhood. For our data modeling activities to be successful, it is essential to understand
clearly what kind of entity the model is supposed to represent, and what aspects of the entity are essential
in the light of the user requirements.

Provisional Definitions
With these considerations in mind, we can attempt to arrive at a definition of data modeling that
responds to the special circumstances of the humanities, while also taking advantage of the rigor and
precision of definitions arising from computer science. A few points must be made at the outset. First,
when we speak in the following of “data modeling”, we are referring to the models we use to shape
digital surrogates and born-digital objects. While data structure is the more technical term referring to the
way that the data model is represented in the internal or external memory of the of the computer, ‘data
model’ refers to the conceptual and logical view. These views can be written down in a formal notational
system like an entity relationship diagram (conceptual view) or a schema (logical view) but this diagram
or schema will only make sense with an accompanying prose text defining the entities and the relations.
Second, data models have three main functions, the first two of which have to do with communicating
with the computer. First, the underlying logical model allows specific operations on the data; and second,
data models allow us to constrain the kind of data allowed at specific points of the model thus ensuring
the consistency of the data in regard to the conceptual model and in respect to the operations on the data.
Third, a kind of social praxis, not just for the computer: allows us to communicate about the data (i.e.
express our ideas about the structure of the data that we think is important within a specific mode of
discourse being modeled). Both aspects contribute to the fact that the data model as a system of
consistency constraints plays a crucial role in retaining the semantics of the data.
Third, data models describe (in a more or less formalized way) structures of data, so there is a difference
between the data and this information structure. From computer science we can borrow the distinction
between:
•

a modeled instance for example the structure of a text expressed in some markup; or an
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address book organized as a table
•

a data model, for example the schema the textual markup is conformant to (like TEI), or the
structure of the table

•

the meta model, for example XML, as a specific way to express information structures, or the
relational model)

At least in the XML world the relationship between the modeled instance and the data model can vary
considerably: the modeled instance very often instantiates just one of many very different relationships of
the elements. That is to say it belongs to the class described by the data model while the class may contain
many instances which can differ considerably from the structure described if one would construe a
schema just based on the modeled instance.
And fourth, we must consider ontologies. The relation between the concepts ‘data model’ and ‘ontology’
is uneasy at best, not least because some use ‘data modeling’ as referring specifically to a relational
database technique while some, but only very few, use it as a broader term. Looking at the following
definition of ontology by Tom Gruber, who was one of the first to use the term “ontology” in the new
computer science meaning [i.e. not the established meaning from philosophy, i.e. the science of being],
one can easily see that it is almost identical with conceptual data modeling as described above:
In the context of computer and information sciences, an ontology defines a set of representational
primitives with which to model a domain of knowledge or discourse. The representational
primitives are typically classes (or sets), attributes (or properties), and relationships (or relations
among class members). The definitions of the representational primitives include information
about their meaning and constraints on their logically consistent application. In the context of
database systems, ontology can be viewed as a level of abstraction of data models, analogous to
hierarchical and relational models, but intended for modeling knowledge about individuals, their
attributes, and their relationships to other individuals. Ontologies are typically specified in
languages that allow abstraction away from data structures and implementation strategies; in
practice, the languages of ontologies are closer in expressive power to first-order logic than
languages used to model databases. For this reason, ontologies are said to be at the "semantic"
level, whereas database schema are models of data at the "logical" or "physical" level. (Gruber
2009)
However, there are two key differences between an ontology and a conceptual model expressed in a ERdiagram. First, as Gruber notes, “Ontologies are often equated with taxonomic hierarchies of classes,
class definitions, and the subsumption relation” (Gruber 2009) while ER-diagrams express all kind of
relations, for example “PROJECT-WORKER” (Chen 1976: 12). And second, ontologies are designed “for
the purpose of enabling knowledge sharing and reuse”4—in other words, they are explicitly intended as a
form of communication and interchange, rather than as an internal part of a local system.5 As we are
using the term ‘data modeling’ to refer to a general notion which encompasses all forms of modeling of
data, the concept of ontology becomes a subclass referring to those models which have a very specific

4
Tom Gruber is well-known for the first widely accepted definition of ‘ontology’ in computer science in 1992. The
second point is repeatedly empasized in CS literature, see for example Spyns et al. 2002.
5
It may be useful to consider ontologies as a pure form of what we are calling “curation-driven” (or “altruistic”) data
modeling.
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user requirement: represent a conceptualization of a domain that is commonly agreed to by most parties
and that is relatively task independent (Dillon et al. 2008). Based on these two constraints we could say
that ontologies belong to the more general class of data models, but are restricted to the conceptual level:
the entities are often organised in taxonomic hierarchies and the main user requirement is enabling
knowledge sharing and reuse. On the other hand almost all data models do include an ontology — at
least in a weaker sense — as long as there is a conceptual level and its classes can be organised in a
taxonomic hierarchy and the representational primitives are not meant to be a part of a private language.6
And for some, it is possible to see on each level a specific ontology:
Since an ontology is a model of a domain describing objects that inhabit it, all three types of data
models can be thought of as ontologies. They range from the most expressive one that describes
business concepts and processes (the conceptual model) to less expressive and progressively
moving from describing business semantics to describing physical structures of the data as it is
stored in the databases (the logical and physical data model). (Polikoff 2011)
Before we conclude our effort to define data modeling, a further complication needs to be considered. We
have used the phrase “data modeling” to describe two closely related activities:
•

the process of creating a data model.

•

the process of applying a data model to data in order to create a modeled instance.

In the following discussion, we are usually talking about “data modeling” in the first sense, of “creating a
data model”, and we flag explicitly any cases where we use it in the second sense. The following diagram
integrates many of the distinctions discussed above:

6
If we use data modeling in the relational database meaning then another difference is important: databases usually
make an closed world assumption, that is all rows of a database can be seen as predicates and only these are true for
the universe of discourse represented while all others are false. Ontologies on the other hand usually make an open
world assumption, that is knowledge not included is unknown and not false.
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The Universe of Discourse is the part of the world the model tries to represent. The representation is
mainly determined by two goals: to meet the demands of the user requirements and to integrate those
aspects of the world (entities, attributes, relationships etc.) that are deemed to be essential.
As explained above, we can distinguish three levels of data modeling. Usually nowadays there is a meta
model like the XML schema language which allows users to express specific models. In addition, we have
a data model representing the structures of a specific aspect of the world, but independent of a specific
instance or a specific moment in time; for example, an XML schema like the TEI which describes literary
and linguistic features of texts. And finally, we have a specific instance, for example a TEI-encoded text
which conforms to the TEI schema.
At the same time we can distinguish three different forms of data modeling. The conceptual model retains
a lot of semantic information about the universe of discourse but is already quite formalized, for example
an Entity-Relationship diagram. The logical model is a more abstract rendering of this structure,
expressed in a mathematical form which allows it to be processed by a computer: for example, the
structure of a table. And finally, there is also a physical model describing the way the data is handled on a
level close to the hardware. In data modeling this level is usually ignored because it belongs to an area
demanding a very different kind of expertise.
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In the XML world the logical model can be expressed with an XML schema, but there is no common
conceptual model for an XML schema. Maler and Andaloussi propose a tree diagram which has some of
the functionality of an ER-diagram (Maler and Andaloussi 1995). There have also been some attempts to
extend existing technologies like UML or ORM (Object Role Modeling) but most have difficulties to cover
all aspects of XML.7 In the TEI context the ODD format8 has been developed which contains the XML
schema (as schema fragments) and the prose text explaining the tags and attributes in their context. The
format lacks a graphical representation and the abstraction from the logical model, which usually can be
found in the conceptual model but preserves some of the functionality of a conceptual model. As
mentioned before, there is a marked difference between the logical and the conceptual model: the first is
an abstraction of the latter, contains less information because this part of the conceptual model can only
be expressed in natural language. For the XML world there have been attempts to overcome this
limitation by describing a “formal tag-set description” which would allow inferences based on the
semantics of the markup, but the problems inherent in XML and the common usage of XML are
formidable (Sperberg-McQueen and Huitfeldt 2011).

Data Modeling and Metadata
When we create modeled instances (such as databases, XML-encoded texts, RDF ontologies, and the like)
we are necessarily creating hybrid forms in which the apparatus of the model itself is embedded in, or
overlaid upon, the data being modeled. This apparatus may be expressed through annotations that are
clearly external to the modeled data, or through notations that are interwoven into the data but
distinguishable from it through the markup syntax (e.g. the “tags” in XML). This special status of the
modeling apparatus—separable from, yet closely related to, the data—in some ways resembles the
special status of metadata and this similarity leads to some potential confusion between the two. Indeed,
in introductory discussions of markup it is common to ask the question whether markup might be
considered as a species of metadata. This question is understandable, particularly since in some modeling
contexts there is no other formal metadata. For instance, in the world of databases, the information about
records, fields, and data types that enables us to understand the semantics of the data is intelligible as a
kind of meta-commentary on the structure of the database and hence as metadata. Coming at the
question from a humanities perspective, the concept of metadata plays a somewhat different role, since in
the humanities tradition the item under consideration is an artifact (a text, an object, an art work, etc.)
which it is the purpose of metadata to describe and account for. This metadata, which may take the form
of a catalogue record, a finding aid, a title page, an entry in a catalogue raisonnée, or some other similar
statement, accompanies the artifact as part of its identity and the apparatus of its authentication, and
hence when the artifact itself is remediated and modeled digitally, that metadata becomes by extension
part of the artifactual ecology that needs to be modeled. The semantics of the modeling system itself—the
field definitions or element definitions—also require documentation, but this is typically done in quite a
7
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documented form from which an actual schema (in one of a number of different schema languages) can be generated.
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different way, for instance through a schema (or in the case of the TEI through a meta-schema). From a
digital humanities perspective, then, it is useful to retain this distinction between the metadata that
documents the object itself, and the modeling apparatus that annotates and shapes the representation of
that object in digital form.

2. Data Modeling in the Humanities
Identifying the relevant entities in the world of discourse, discerning their relevant features, describing
their connections, all this is at the core of data modeling in general — “relevant” being always defined in
relation to the user requirements. In the humanities very often these entities have been discussed at
length as concepts either on the object-level or the meta-level. On the object-level humanists reconstruct
the use of a term at a specific location and during a specific time; the history of ideas for example is a
prominent field of research interested in this kind of reconstruction. On the meta-level humanists define
and use terms to classify objects, for example when they attribute literary texts to an epoch (such as
Realism or Baroque) or a genre (such as the Bildungsroman). In both cases the construction or
reconstruction of these concepts is embedded in a longer history of discussing them, trying to capture
their salient features and to find definitions. These definitions vary in their strictness, and thus can be
formalized to a greater or lesser degree, but they almost always contain much more information about the
entities than the formalization can capture. And because of the historical nature of most of the entities
and because of its tendency to self-reflection researchers in digital humanities view the intellectual work
on this layer as an important work on its own.9 On the other hand, even a set of very strict definitions
may be not formalized enough to be the basis for a data model and thus demand the extra work to
formalize them. It is this embeddedness which makes brute force approaches which are often the first
step in computer science so unsatisfactory for cultural objects.
Data modeling can be seen as an activity involved in many different activities in digital humanities: for
example, creating databases to capture informational details of cultural objects, creating digital editions
by using text markup to represent the structure of text and witness information, creating software for
research purposes to work on specific data sets. All these activities are similar in that the researcher has to
decide what features of the object are important enough to invest time to make them explicit, and how to
describe and relate these features to each other into some general structure. The results of data modeling
can be found in manuals, schemas, database designs, software designs, stylesheets and many other
places; often they are not very well documented and not part of the explicit description of a project.
People working in the digital humanities come across data modeling in these different ways and there is
no general understanding that these activities belong to the same class and should be understood to have
many commonalities our discipline has to identify, to collect, to accommodate to new ways of thinking
and to teach.
In particular, we are interested in thinking about how the term “data modeling” would operate within a
9
This can be seen in projects as different as Elaine Svenonius’ description of the theoretical foundations of cataloging
and the prose in the TEI Guidelines; see Svenonius 2000; TEI Guidelines.
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humanities context, and whether there is anything specific about modeling in such a context: whether
because of special properties of humanities research objects, humanities methods and practices, or
humanistic approaches to working with data. In the workshop discussions, several important features of
humanities research objects were noted:
•

they are usually artifacts rather than natural objects; human agency has played a role in their
making or selection;

•

they are created with a purpose and an audience;

•

their history and provenance is part of their identity.10

These three features all contribute to our understanding of such objects, but they also contribute to the
field of information that we expect to model about these objects in order to create adequate
representations of them for research purposes.
In addition, there seems to be a marked difference to the common understanding of data modeling in the
digital humanities. In computer science, among both theorists working in the academy and those
working in industry doing practical data modeling, most regard data modeling as a description of a real
and objective world (which includes the possibility of assessing the correctness of data models) while
only a minority views it as a design process.11 However, in digital humanities there seems to be a general
understanding that a data model, like all models, is an interpretation of an object, either in real life or in
the digital realm. Michael Sperberg-McQueen in his closing keynote to the workshop stated this position
clearly: “modeling is a way to make explicit our assumptions about the nature of a text/artefact.”
Furthermore, most digital humanities researchers assume that data modeling is primarily a constructive
and creative process and that the functions of the digital surrogate determine what aspects have to be
modeled.
There is both an ontological and an epistemological question here. The ontological question concerns the
presence of a common objective (or at least intersubjective) reality. Such a reality is difficult to establish
even for material or natural objects, and it is even more difficult if we include all of the entities that play a
larger role in data modeling, such as audience, purpose, date, etc., all of which are social constructions.
The epistemological issue concerns whether it is possible to construct multiple, equally valid views of a
socially constructed reality. Most modern-day researchers would probably agree that it is, because we
have learned in the last hundred years how each view is entrenched in a complex set of preconditions
everyone has acquired. With these two aspects we have a sound basis for a generally shared intuition that
on the one hand data modeling is a way to make a specific view of the world explicit, and therefore there

10
During the workshop Allen Renear observed that data modeling in the humanities must take account of concepts
of intentionality arising from Husserl: in this view, intentionality is inherent in human engagement with objects, and
hence needs to be captured in the modeling.
11
Simsion bases this statement on the analysis of computer science literature on data modeling and a broad set of
interviews and questionnaires. Simsion’s book is centered around this distinction and states: “definitions of data
modeling commonly characterize it as a description, but there are dissenting views and common metaphors which
align better with the design characterization.” (Simsion 2007: 32).
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can be many equally valid views—but on the other hand it is also possible to speak of more or less
effective or useful data models, and perhaps of useless or wrong data models as well. Some data models
cover a socially constructed class in ways which seem to most observers within a research community to
represent more features in a more elegant or economic way than others, yielding a consensus concerning
the effectiveness or functionality of the representation rather than the object being represented. Finally, it
is important to note that while the level of consensus concerning an entity to be modeled may vary
considerably — for instance, the existence and nature of the “paragraph” may seem quite uncontroversial
while that of “free indirect discourse” or “irony” may be much more debatable — nonetheless as we
expand the boundaries of the community we inevitably find even “uncontroversial” entities being
destabilized.
Based on these observations we offer our own definition, applicable to the digital humanities: Data
modeling refers to the activity of designing a model of some real (or fictional) world segment to fulfill a
specific set of user requirements using one or more of the metamodels available in order to make some
aspects of the data computable and to enable consistency constraints. Two typical forms of user
requirements can be found. One aims to define a data model for a domain in order to support data
exchange and long-term use. Another typical form of user requirement is mostly interested in modeling
specific research assumptions and is often only used for a short time in a specific research context. In
general a data model consists of a conceptual part which defines the data semantics, the relevant entities,
their features and their relations, and a logical part which expresses a subset of the conceptual model in
such a way that it is an abstract, self-contained, logical definition of the data, data operators, and so forth
that together make up an abstract machine which makes the data computable. For technical reasons these
two parts are usually expressed as two different models in data models of today, but there is no inherent
reasons that this will also be the case in the future.

II. An Anatomy of Data Modeling
1. Creating Data Models
The process of creating a data model is well known in the digital humanities as a practical activity,
especially in the area of schema development.12 In contrast with computer science, where ‘data modeling’
refers almost exclusively to database design and to object-oriented modeling in software systems,13 14 the
more practically oriented discussion in digital humanities is centered around recurring problems. Some
of these are fundamental problems, such as the inherent conflict between standardization and
expressiveness, or the challenge of balancing functionally driven and theoretically driven modeling
imperatives, or the strategic question of how to determine when a model has been sufficiently tested
12

See for example Maler and Andaloussi.
The discussion on data modeling is rather advanced in CS; one interesting area is the attempt to describe
underlying patterns of data modeling, parallel to describing patterns in programming; cf. for example Silverston and
Agnew 2009.
14
There is a huge amount of literature on data modeling in the computer science meaning created by and addressing
the needs of practitioners.
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against the target data. Some are problems created by the evolution of the digital ecosystems the objects
live in. For example, the existence of multple linguistic corpora, each using a slightly different approach
to modeling linguistic features like part of speech, created the need for new models allowing retrieval of
the same kind of object independent of its project-specific label. Others are problems arising in connection
with specific tools or activities, such as the fact that the use of XML entails the development of
workarounds for the problem of overlapping hierarchies, or the question of how to provide for durable
annotation of dynamically changing data. In digital humanities, we might say that data modeling is not
primarily understood as an activity that takes place prior to building systems, but rather is understood as
being deeply involved with a variety of processes and tools that are implicated throughout the life cycle
of data. The recent growth in emphasis on data curation has given even greater visibility than before to
the idea that data models are created and reworked in the process of tool design, data capture,
documentation, interface design, publication, archiving, and reuse.
To advance our understanding of data modeling in digital humanities, then, we should take a closer look
at these practical contexts and at the ways in which they reveal opportunities for theorizing these
modeling practices more rigorously and explicitly. In the following sections we consider the context of
data modeling, the practice of data modeling, forms of notation and documentation and the role they
play in shaping the semantics of data models, and finally tools for data modeling.

The Context of Data Modeling
Data modeling in the humanities usually means to work on a type of entity or object that has a history,
often a very complex one. The class of documents we term “letters,” for example, has a long and manifold
history which over time has changed in many aspects, both in the nature of the material object and in the
structure of the text. Furthermore, while we can consider a “letter” as a text (in the linguistic sense) and
model it as such, there are aspects of layout, use of the writing space, and the arrangement of words on
the page that are so important to our understanding of the letter’s meaning that we may find it valuable
to model it as a graphical object. Data modeling in the humanities is always happening in the context of
former attempts to model either these specific classes of objects (for example letters) or the more generic
class (texts, graphical objects). Therefore the history of attempts to describe these classes should be known
and understood in the community, and indeed constitutes an important strand of expertise for those
undertaking the modeling. And this history predates the introduction of digital tools: for example the
reflection of philologists about their objects and the establishment of practices to describe them goes back
into antiquity. There is thus an important historiographical aspect to modeling, considered as a record of
intellectual practice; the discussion of the shortcomings of traditional or digital models (as exemplified, in
the workshop, by Allen Renear’s discussion of the logical problems of FRBROO) is an important way to
contribute to data modeling and digital humanities in general.
All this knowledge about these historical artefacts constitutes the context of all data modeling of these
objects. It is one of the main tasks of the humanities to construct, collect and organize this knowledge, and
the humanities has amassed a huge amount of knowledge about its objects, and has made systematic
attempts at formalization and definition of terms. Sometimes, as in the case of library science, this has
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taken place in a very formal way with rather exact concepts and the use of controlled vocabularies. In
other cases, as for example with the tradition of scholarly editions, this formalization has taken place in a
looser sense, operating more to define concepts and practices than to define specific terms with complete
precision. At the moment, very little of this knowledge is expressed formally enough to be processed
computationally. This is understandable; a formalized knowledge organisation is far from easy to
achieve, as we can see if we look at the discussions on FRBR and FRBROO (Functional Requirements For
Bibliographic Records 1998) or other proposals to describe systematically even very local areas of this
vast landscape under a specific perspective of usage. However, if the digital humanities is to realize the
potential of this kind of historical and contextual knowledge as part of our data modeling practice, such
formalizations will be increasingly necessary. And any data model in the digital humanities ignoring this
knowledge risks overlooking important aspects of the object. This is especially true for what we have
called “curation-driven models,” because in these cases older models can be regarded as descriptions of
user requirements.
On the other hand there is a noticeable gap between the older, traditional, analog-world models and data
models of the same objects. One reason is, as we already mentioned, the need for a stricter formalization
in order to avoid the ambiguity and polysemy of natural language, which people can resolve so easily in
most cases but computer still cannot. Another reason for the gap are the new requirements created by the
new abilities and features of digital objects like complex searching or advanced forms of visualization.
And last not least relying too much on older descriptions of cultural objects and their features “can
perpetuate existing views of data” (Simsion 2007: 71) instead of highlighting new features visible now in
the context of the digital media.

The Practice of Data Modeling
The concrete work practices of data modeling received less attention overall in the data modeling
workshop. In our summarizing discussion, we noted the complexity of the human and work processes
involved in creating the data model, and also the importance of understanding the relationship between
the complexity of the data and the process of developing data models, both of which are areas that
deserve further attention. But despite the inclusion of case studies (intended to represent the dimension
of work practices) these processes were almost invisible in the presentations at the workshop event. This
invisibility may have been an effect of the comparative brevity of each presentation: participants may
naturally have felt that a detailed account of the work practices and interactions through which data
modeling is accomplished in specific project contexts would be out of place or would take too long to
narrate. We need to think about how to elicit this information, and also about where it lives (in many
cases, it is not even visible in project documentation).15
On the other hand data modeling has been a key area for IT professionals in recent decades and a number
of books have been published by computer science researchers—and even more by practitioners—which
made this an important source of concepts and ideas to all related fields.
15

There are useful precedents in the field of information science and in particular the study of the development of
information systems, e.g. researchers like Bruno Latour or Cathy Marshall.
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The practical steps of data modeling have been described repeatedly, usually not in a generic way but in
respect to a specific metamodel, as for example in Maler and Andaloussi (1996) for textual models
expressed in SGML or Oppel 2009 for database design.16 Some concepts and ideas seem to be widely
shared: for example, that the first step in data modeling is to write up a clear statement of the goals of
your project: “The first step in designing a bibliographic system is to state its objectives.” (Svenonius
2000: 15) Every aspect of the data model should be related to this set of objectives and this relation works
in both ways: Are all objectives covered by the model and are all features motivated by one or more
objective? It is a commonly noted problem that scholarly users often don’t have clear understanding of
their requirements (or have trouble articulating those requirements in terms that map clearly onto the
work of data modeling or information design), and the challenge is compounded by the rapidly evolving
potential of the digital medium. This is especially true in the humanities where professional socialisation
is still strongly shaped by traditions of analogue media.
The following diagram (by a specialist on relational modeling) shows a summary of the data modeling
process, as envisioned in the computer science research literature and the literature written by
practitioners:17
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For example Oppel 2009. The example is rather arbitrary.
Taken from Simsion 2007: 35.
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“Universe of Discourse” refers to that part of reality which the data model tries to describe or which it
constructs. The different views of this UoD will be expressed in conceptual data models using a
conceptual data modeling language, and in the next step these views will be integrated into one
conceptual data model. Based on a specific database data definition language this model will then be
expressed as a logical model, which in turn will be the basis of the physical database design process
resulting in the external schema. Data modeling during all these stages is informed by the process
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modeling. It is interesting to note that, according to Simsion’s overview of the data modeling literature,
practitioners use the term ‘Conceptual Data Model’ to refer to the scoping model, obviously not yet
expressed in a data modeling language which mirrors the experience in the digital humanities, that many
concepts which one wants to express in a formal data modeling language are so complex that an informal
description is the first step to model them.
Though most of the experience reflected in this diagram has been gathered in designing data models for
enterprises and businesses, there can be no doubt that digital humanists can learn a lot from this expertise
and insight, even if they have to accommodate the principles and ideas to their area of research and
modeling.18 A closer collaboration and a organized transfer of knowledge would probably minimize the
need for unnecessary double research and reinventing the wheel. But a closer look into this literature also
conveys a warning. In a context where modeling decisions are driven by practical necessity and
functional outcomes, the limits of the data modeling language and its notational system may place limits
on what such systems can treat as knowable, and these limits may become reified as if they had some
epistemological reality. Humanists have a more fluid and much more embedded understanding of their
objects, and their research context constitutes the horizon within which knowability must be determined,
even where that exceeds the representational capacity of current modeling and notation systems. Even if
computer systems cannot currently handle this kind of information structure gracefully, it should be kept
in mind that these are the requirements we ultimately want to satisfy.19

Notation and Documentation or the Semantics of Data Models
As already mentioned above the formalization in data modeling only affects some aspects of the modeled
concepts. Looking at the most common data models in Digital Humanities (databases and XML-encoded
texts) it is easy to see that there are three main types of information in the model:
1.

Features. In XML this kind of information is usually encoded in elements and attributes,
which identify and name features in the data. In a logical database model it is often encoded
in the headings of the columns.

2.

Relations. In XML this kind of information is usually encoded in the schema (if present),
which describes where each element is allowed and which elements it can contain. In an ER
diagram, relations are explicitly marked by arrows and their semantics are described using
ordinary language. Most of this semantic information is lost in the logical model, which
simply expresses the relational structure using primary and foreign keys without saying
anything about the meaning of the relationship.

3.

Data types. Data types contribute to the semantics by limiting the kind of data which can be
input at specific points of the data model. In XML, this information is represented in the
schema, which may constrain the data types of both elements and attributes. Data types

18
A similar opinion is expressed by Ronald J. Murray in his discussion of the shortcomings of the FRBR model
(Murray 2008).
19
Workshop presentations of particular relevance to this section include Muñoz, Stäcker, Kraus, and Piez.
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allow us to understand how to interpret a given piece of data (e.g. as a text string, an integer,
a postcode, a call number, etc.) and hence also contribute to more knowledgeable processing.
Usually the largest part of the semantics is stored in the natural language headings, descriptions and
definitions coming with the data model. For example it is the main goal of the ODD file format,
developed by the TEI, to formalize this relationship between these parts of the data model. Another large
part of the semantics can be found in the processing model, especially as it is described by the processing
software, for example a set of stylesheets or a database application. (As Stephen Ramsay argued in his
presentation at the workshop, “Every data model is asymptotically approaching a processing model.”)20
Perhaps computer processing will be more intelligent in some future, but as long as each data model is
basically an island and the context giving it its semantics is brought in by the humans, data models have
to be addressed to two recipients at the same time: humans and machines. This affects its notation: it
belongs to the basic principles of XML to use tag names which can be understood by humans and the
same is true for the components of database systems. However, this human intelligibility does not
currently translate into semantically-aware processing; any awareness of semantics needs to be built
explicitly into our processing as a separate matter. In the digital humanities it is an unsolved problem
how to integrate the different information about the semantics of a data model, which may be stored in
the different places such as encoding, metadata, processing instructions, stylesheets, documentation, and
so forth, into one larger survey. The problem is compounded by the fact that XML does not offer
anything similar to an ER model through which these relations can be made somewhat explicit.
The situation in digital humanities is essentially the same. Both computer science and digital humanities
have to work with notation and constraint, and both domains hit the wall at the same place: everyone has
the same problem with semantics. However, the digital humanities feels it more because we deal in
semantics above all: because it matters more to us, we feel the problem with greater philosophical
urgency. Interestingly, in some areas of humanities (for instance, linguistics, narratology, rhetorical
analysis), a structural view to some extent tries to de-emphasize semantics and emphasize structure
instead.21

Tools
The tools we use for creating and processing data are another place where data models are created and
instantiated, and this fact is a revealing source of conflict. Humanists feel intuitively on the one hand that
tools ought not to influence intellectual processes (we are not slaves to our tools; our ideas are
independent of their material instantiation) and also, on the other hand, that the material circumstances
of work (scholarly work, artistic work) do constitute a set of constraints that influence the final product.
Digital humanists, and particularly those working in the tradition of text markup and open standards,
feel strongly that data should be tool-independent, and that the significant information carried in a
20
Salminen describes the relationship between the data model and the process model for his use case in Salminen
2003. He models the roles, that is the most essential document users, separately.
21
Workshop presentations of particular relevance to this section include Stefan Gradmann, Stephen Ramsay, and
Trevor Muñoz.
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specific data format should be convertible without loss into other formats and should be portable from
tool to tool. In the XML world particularly, where concepts like “archival formats,” “transformation,” and
“single-source publication” are so deeply entrenched, tools are understood as convenient but temporary
carriers whose specific requirements are accommodated by temporary, reversible transformations;
adapting the data to the tool (or allowing the tool to exercise a shaping influence on the data) is generally
considered an unfortunate and short-sighted compromise. Along similar lines, the deep-seated premise
in the XML world that markup should describe information constructs rather than prescribe processing
(the “descriptive” vs. “procedural” debate [see Renear 2004]) aligns closely with this preference for toolindependence in our data.
Another useful tool to consider is documentation; although ordinarily considered a process that comes
after the fact, documentation (especially in a context where it is tightly integrated with the model as in the
case of the TEI ODD) can also be treated in a formative light. In this sense one might speak of “formative
documentation” in the same spirit as one speaks of “formative evaluation”); documentation is part of an
iterative modeling process that also includes the development of test data and the refinement of models
through usage. We can understand the role of documentation as the place where semantics is added to,
or anchored securely in, the data model.

2. Evaluating Data Models
Evaluating data models is from one perspective a highly practical matter. In this view data models have
to serve functions specified by the user requirements, and the key issue for their evaluation is how well
they serve these functions. Success or failure in this case will be closely linked with the effectiveness of
communication between a data modeler and the domain specialists who are supposed to work with the
model at the end. However, with “curation-driven” or “archival” data models (which are developed with
deliberate deferral or generalization of specific user requirements) we face a more complex situation: the
dilemma between standardization and expressiveness, or (put another way) the fact that the better a
model suits one specific case the worse it will fare in the general case, and vice versa. Given the
prevalence of these more “archival” data modeling efforts in the digital humanities, we need to consider
how to evaluate such data models in other less practically driven ways.
Data models become more robust the greater the diversity of user requirements being considered in their
design; in these cases data models will cover more use cases and will be applicable to more situations. But
making provisions for a broad range of specific user needs usually increases either the complexity of the
model (the TEI Guidelines offer a striking illustration) or the level of generality at which the model
operates (as in the case of a standard like Dublin Core). Though a more complex model will be more
likely to cover more of the user requirements of any given project in its domain, there is still a theoretical
limit to that likelihood; no model can cover all conceivable needs simply through added complexity.
However, resorting to generalization carries its own risks. Very often the more general a model is in its
coverage, the higher the probability that users will find it lacking in semantic specificity needed for
meaningful communication: the model fails to express differences that are considered essential to the
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research domain. Interestingly, neither of these limitations prevents users from working with an ill-fitting
model: instead, they will try to find workarounds for their problems, either by using a category
manifestly meant for a different purpose (“tag abuse”) or will compensate for overly-general semantics
through overlaid usage conventions and documentation. These behaviors can themselves be used as a
kind of evaluative index to assess the fitness of a model.
While fulfilling user requirements seems to be the most important evaluative criterion, there is also
another which we would call tentatively the problem of ‘truthfulness’ or ‘adequacy’ of a model. Most
participants of the workshop agreed on the role of social construction, convention, and interpretation in
modeling: data modeling involves making explicit an interpretation of an object. The discussion came
repeatedly back to questions about levels and types of controversiality in models, and to consideration of
domains in which interpretations are more or less widely shared. As already noted, there was a
continuum with a radical position on one end (everything is interpretation) and a perhaps equally radical
position on the other end (certain things really do exist) and in the middle a position framed around
social consensus (interpretation plays an important role but consensus can be achieved on some
uncontroversial things). There was significant discussion concerning where things get problematic or
controversial (the post-structuralist controversy). On the other hand there seems to be an understanding
that in curation-driven data modeling the modeling of an object has to conform to the social construction
of this object, and often a fruitful way to access this social construction is a closer look into older
codifications of descriptions, such as standards of book cataloguing. In this perspective we evaluate the
model not by its truth-value but with respect to how well it captures a shared understanding of the some
aspect of the world — independent of more ambitious theories of truth.
But maybe one of the more important insights is the distinction between what we called above “curationdriven” and “research-driven” modeling. These two groups usually follow rather distinct approaches
how to determine the user requirements for a data model, how to evaluate the models against these
requirements and how they implement procedures to improve the data models. In the case of a
researcher just working on his own data, this procedure of improvement may consist of tweaking a
schema based on test runs of an analysis, while on the other hand one may have a rather formal way like
the Unicode group or the Special Interest Groups of the TEI.
A third important dimension of evaluation for data models can be described as inherent: we are talking
about aspects which make a data model more robust in its use over time and more robust in the context
of an application. Although in practice a data model will be dependent on aspects of the application
which process the data, as already mentioned above a data model has to be designed independent from
the application. Sometimes it is difficult to distinguish between the requirements of the users and the
requirements of the application which is built turn to satisfy the user requirements. But we need to be
especially careful to distinguish information which is needed for the management of a workflow or the
data life cycle (i.e. technical metadata) from other aspects of the data model. Thus the processing model
and the data model have to be designed separately and the needs of the first should not determine the
latter (with the exception of technical metadata).
But the robustness of a data model depends not only on independence of the application and the
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processing model: like all products of the digital world data models are also always threatened by the
rapid evolutions and revolutions of the field. An obvious source of trouble are changes on the level of the
operating system (for example the character encoding of the system) or applications on which the data
model is dependent, or changes to the metamodel with which the data model is expressed.
On the first glance choosing a data model may look like a primarily technical problem, but it soon
becomes evident that it is embedded in social practices and relations. By using the framework of some
larger standard like TEI or CIDOC one chooses a specific way of looking at digital objects, a way to
discuss and even to evaluate strategies, and also a community of practice for those activities, even if one
is not immediately aware of the full implications of that choice. And the reverse is also true: the decision
to develop a project-specific modeling approach is also a decision concerning one’s relationship to
standards and carries with it certain practical and social consequences concerning data longevity,
shareability, and so forth. How then can we evaluate modeling approaches when the issues that
distinguish them are potentially so slippery and situational? To unpack this point in more detail, as we
discovered during the workshop discussion, we need to consider the following questions:
•

How do we measure the value of a model: by reference to functionality, intellectual
adequacy, conformance to community standards, level of adoption, other factors?

•

By what metrics do we measure adherence or conformance to a model? (As an example, the
TEI provides definitions of terms like “conformant” or “conformable” which have some
clear-cut components and others that are more impressionistic.)

•

What kinds of evaluation methods are appropriate for the humanities context? (For instance,
what can we learn from the problem of OAIS, where over-complexity and success in one
metric meant failure in another metric?)

•

How can we perform effective formative assessment as part of our project development, to
inform the development and improvement of our models?

3. Using and Applying Data Models
The workshop discussion also touched in significant ways on how data models are used, and what we
can learn from that usage. Several topics in particular received special emphasis. The first was the role
that data modeling plays as a challenge for the researcher’s assumptions: how does the process of data
modeling change, reveal, or consolidate one’s relation to one’s research materials or methods? There are
various ways in which this might happen: by making assumptions more explicit; by changing our
understanding of language or what aspects of language are perceptible to us; and by changing our
understanding of “text” (from product to process). In the discussion, we noted that it would be useful to
look at areas where data modeling has actually brought about a change in disciplinary practice,
compared with areas where data modeling has heightened our self-consciousness about our practices and
made them “more like what they were already” by bringing assumptions to the level of perceptibility that
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were previously implicit. We also considered whether this might constitute an interesting historiographic
point: does such a shift in perceptibility mark an important turning point in the development of a
discipline? Furthermore, to the extent that data models permit externalization and examination and
discussion of a set of assumptions, it was suggested that these might strengthen transactions between
disciplines, and at a higher level between the “arts” and “sciences.” Finally, we also raised the issue of
whether data models have an isolating effect, creating a separation—perhaps artificially—between those
who should ideally be able to collaborate, by virtue of reifying differences of approach that (if not
instantiated formally in a data model) would not really constitute difference at all. If so, perhaps there’s a
need to look for ways to move models closer together or avoid unnecessary distance.
A second topic of interest was the question of how we can make effective, useful connections between
"adjacent" modeling systems: e.g. TEI, RDF, CIDOC. What are the appropriate levels of interoperability
for such systems, and what do we mean by interoperability in this context? It is important to note here
that the question of “appropriateness” is specific to the domain of modeling activity: “curation-driven
modelers” will have different criteria for assessing appropriate or necessary levels of interoperability
from modelers who are driven by more local research goals. One possible position would suggest that to
achieve true interoperability we need to make clear the relations between each component in the data
model and the functions associated with them. Although we can't do this for the many subjective tags
used in the humanities, we can improve interoperability by separating markup from the text and
interoperating with each component separately.
There is also a larger question of whether and to what extent we can/should model for the general case.
To what extent can we predict future processing environments? To what extent can we anticipate future
use cases? These questions require us to pay closer attention to the philosophical differences between the
modeling approaches adopted by these user communities (e.g. the “curation-driven” and “researchdriven”) to understand whether their differences in themselves pose a structural challenge for humanities
data (interoperation, interchange, reuse) in the long term. In other words, if “research-driven users” need
to produce what looks like “over-described” data (modeled at too project-specific a level) in order to
support their research, what aspects of this data can be usefully repurposed? If “curation-driven users”
need to produce what looks like uselessly “under-described” data (so as to support a maximum level of
open-ended reuse) what further processes are needed when using this data in real research contexts? In
the discussion, one proposed solution to this conundrum (articulated by Desmond Schmidt) was to avoid
using markup altogether and focus instead on producing essentially unmodeled data. Others argued that
in many domains unmodeled data is a practical impossibility, since even a plain-text transcription must
by necessity represent some editorial choices (for example in cases of revision, textual variation, or
transcriptional uncertainty). Finally, from a practical perspective, as Elke Teich noted in her presentation,
processing pipelines and work processes may produce or require different models of the same object, and
it falls to the researcher to handle the different formats and information and to integrate them into one
model.
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4. Typical Problems of Data Modeling in Digital Humanities
One particularly fertile area of discussion which we deliberately sought out during the workshop was the
distinctive problems and challenges for data modeling in digital humanities. A few in particular merit
special attention here. The first of these is the limitations imposed by the nature of specific meta-modeling
standards: that is, the standards through which we create our models. How do our meta-models affect
both the kinds of data processing we are able to do, and also the larger strategic contexts in which that
data is used? The case that received the most attention is also the most familiar and long-standing,
namely that of XML and its enforcement of a tree structure. As the extensive literature in digital
humanities on XML and overlapping hierarchies reveals, this case has special resonance for humanists
because it raises larger philosophical questions about the nature of textuality that resonate with other
significant debates in a number of humanities domains, notably editorial theory, manuscript studies, and
the history of the book. During the workshop, Wendell Piez, Gregor Middell, and Desmond Schmidt
spent time in their presentations and comments considering cases where alternative forms (concurrent
hierarchies, graph models) could provide a more appropriate and illuminating way of modeling their
data.
Another issue of particular interest is the question of how to arrive at a data model to represent objects
which are valued precisely for their uniqueness. Creating a data model usually implies that there is a list
of attributes common to all or many specific objects which are part of the data set which the model is
supposed to describe. On the other hand there is a general feeling in the humanities that many categories
of research object—including works of art, archival materials, historical artefacts and the like—are most
importantly intelligible as individuals in the sense that there is a unique set of attributes structured by a
unique set of relations necessary to describe them adequately. Ontologies may provide a more flexible
way to express these attributes and relations in a manner that better reflects how humanists think about
such objects.
The question of how humanists think about their objects of study, and how the digital humanities may
change that relationship, was also of importance to the discussion. Scholars have been making modeling
decisions for a very long time as part of their representation and shaping of research materials. However,
in more traditional modes scholars have been somewhat insulated from the contexts in which the
operational consequences of those decisions could fully play out: for instance, the domains of library and
information science and publishing, where the information originated by scholars is put into circulation
in various concrete forms. In the digital humanities (and to a lesser extent in the humanities as now
practiced in the digital era), scholars are now in direct contact with these operational domains and in
some cases are responsible for overseeing their successful execution. As already noted, the pressure from
operational and functional settings upon data modeling decisions is considerable and also a point of
potential vulnerability, since this pressure constitutes a motivation that may run counter to the longrange intellectual interests of the scholarly undertaking. From a data modeling perspective, scholars in
the digital humanities need training in how to oversee the development of data models (and modeled
data) from their most intellectually expressive (“scholarly”) forms through to their most functional and
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process-oriented forms. The question of how processing models should relate to data models (and the
related question of how a priori and ex posto models, top-down and bottom-up models, interrelate) was
strongly debated, particularly in the context of the presentations by Wendell Piez and Stephen Ramsay.
These issues also impinge upon questions of project development and workflow, inasmuch as they affect
how we derive and refine our schemas (from instances? from theories?) and our encoding specifications
(from schemas? from disciplinary models? from observed documents?).

5. Teaching Data Modeling
The workshop touched repeatedly on the topic of pedagogy and the issue of how to teach data modeling
(or incorporate it usefully into other teaching contexts), devoting one entire panel discussion to it and
revisiting it at other points as well. There was agreement that data modeling represents a core
competency in digital humanities—albeit so pervasive as to be at times invisible or cloaked under other
activities such as scholarly editing, qualitative analysis, manuscript description—and that it merited a
larger and more explicit role in digital humanities pedagogy. For one thing, it provides a set of insights
that transcend disciplinary boundaries, making it a valuable way of conceptualizing digital pedagogies
that need to work outside of traditional disciplinary structures. It also provides a way of looking
intelligently and critically at a variety of digital tools and techniques, framing a practically grounded
course in a way that also engages scholarly questions. Indeed, framing a “tools” course in this way makes
it possible to turn attention usefully away from the specificity of individual tools (an expertise which may
date or become obsolete) and towards genres of tools in a way that conveys a higher-level form of
mastery. At the same time, because data modeling practices are necessarily situated within specific
disciplinary contexts, any discussion of data modeling (particularly in a classroom with multiple
disciplines represented) will inevitably yield critical perspective on discipline formation and individual
interpretive frameworks and encourage students to formalize their subject knowledge. Training in data
modeling also contributes to a number of important professional directions for students, including digital
humanities librarianship, consultancy, administration and strategic planning for digital projects, digital
humanities pedagogy, and other roles in which a high-level understanding of data structures and
strategies for data management is important.
Several points of debate are worth exploring in more detail as the field matures. First, what kinds of
practical applications of data modeling best lend themselves to a pedagogical context, to help situate and
ground more general theoretical questions? How can students practice data modeling in a classroom
setting and how would such activities best be assessed? Second, given that many disciplinary practices
are already “doing data modeling” even though they may not be imagined as such, how can we make
connections between these less visible forms of modeling and the explicit questions we want to teach? Do
any of these disciplinary practices lend themselves to broader use (outside of the specific domain in
which they are naturalized)? Finally, given the demand for digital humanities courses that can draw in
students from a variety of disciplines, is it in fact feasible to teach data modeling in a way that rises above
or abstracts away from discipline-specific knowledge?
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6. Contextualizing Data Models
Even if a data model is first of all the technical expression of a set of concepts and their relations, these
concepts are usually embedded in larger intellectual contexts, in disciplines and professions. And as we
pointed out above, often there is also a community using a specific data model and this community has
build up a specific expertise in handling a set of data types and genres. Not the least data models are
dependent on tools to express them, visualize them, apply them to data etc. The history of digital
humanities is full of stories how the advent of specific tools boosted the use of some data models, for
example the publication of the freeware SGML-viewer SoftQuad Panorama arranged by Yuri Rubinsky.
And finally data models are created and used in the context of specific institutions, for example research
projects, libraries, etc. So even if the most immediate context of an data model usually is a processing
model, all the other aspects are importants contexts to data models and data modeling.
Another way to contextualize our data models is to consider their consequences, the impact they have in
the world. The sphere of these consequences may in some cases be quite local: for instance, our decision
to model our data at all (and if so at what level of detail or rigor) and our choice of models may chiefly
affect ourselves and our personal research; it may result in a greater level of self-consciousness
concerning how our research affects our representation of research artifacts such as texts. Some of these
local consequences may however produce longer-term effects that have a broader impact: for instance,
our choice of specific modeling approaches (XML, database, etc.) may have downstream effects on how
our data is disseminated, as a result of the kinds of tools we are able to use, which in turn may affect how
the data is exposed to others. In the increasingly interdependent ecology of linked open data, the means
by which we expose our data (and the predisposition of our data to exposure) may turn out to be among
the most consequential choices we make, projected out over time. Similarly, given the rising emphasis on
digital repositories and institutional commitments to preserve scholarly research data (on the assumption
that it will be reused), what look at first like personal modeling choices may have a profound impact on
the overall scholarly ecology as they accumulate. Digital repositories will carry the cumulative effects of
individual data modeling practices into the future. They will also carry the presence (or absence) of
explicit accounts of those practices, in the form of documentation and schemas of greater or lesser
thoughtfulness, into a world where those accounts are the only way we can make sense of past modeling
efforts.
Data modeling in the digital humanities can be understood as a process of technical decision-making
concerning how best to represent scholarly data to enable specific operations and analysis. However, this
process does not happen in a social vacuum, but is embedded in social practice. The political aspects of
data modeling are of increasing interest in digital humanities and were an important dimension of the
workshop discussion.
A well established data model like the TEI becomes a kind of institution in itself: even if not a formal
standard, it functions socially to establish and formalize consensus. This function encompasses both the
data model itself—in the case of the TEI a set of schemas plus the guidelines how to use them—and also
the supporting organisation, which manages the curation and the development of the data model, and
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finally a research community of users and programmers using the data model, who are involved in an
ongoing discussion process how to bridge the gap between the general concepts found in the guidelines
and the specific needs of a project (Jannidis 2009).
The organisation responsible for the development of a data model has a more or less formalized structure
and more or less formalized ways to integrate new technical concepts or new user requirements: for
example, the ISO working groups or the TEI special interest groups. If a data model has been widely
adopted, those adopters may have a vested interest in slowing down the rate of change, while newcomers
to the field may be highly motivated to realize their innovative ideas. These institutionalized ways of
enabling change must find a safe middle road between two risks: 1) the risk of discouraging newcomers
with new ideas and requirements who find the process of change too slow and cumbersome and will turn
somewhere else, and 2) the risk of putting off those who have already applied the model to larger
amounts of data and see goals like long-term sustainability in danger. So the process of determining
which scholarly requirements and technical concepts will find their way into a data model can also be
understood as a power struggle which will become fiercer and more complicated the more people adopt
it, the more programs support it, and the larger the market around this standard becomes.
Especially for curation-driven modelers, the choice of a data model is very often a challenge of finding
the right trade-off between finding a model supporting their needs and using a model which is used by
many others. In this context a data model is also the promise to enable some operations not only now but
in the foreseeable future, and the fulfilment of this promise becomes more probable the more people use
the model. This can be seen as another instance of the “network effect”: in networks, an additional user
increases the usefulness and value of the network to all who are part of the network (a classic example is
the telephone). If more adopt a data model as a standard, then the data model really becomes a standard
– which always includes a reduced probability to choose something else. This becomes even more
important in communicating with people who usually lack the technical or scholarly understanding to
judge the data model but who are responsible for other important goods (such as funding or professional
recognition).
Working on the (further) development of data models, especially curation-driven ones, is a new and
challenging task for scholars. It demands the ability to understand very clearly not only the needs of your
own project but also those of others, and also the ability to formalize and generalize this understanding
into a usable data model. Nonetheless this task has yet to be recognized as a contribution similar to
writing an essay or producing other traditional forms of scholarly work. In this case the politics of the
academic world still have trouble adjusting themselves to the new ways scholars can contribute in
essential ways to their discipline.
We also need to consider the ways in which our models reach out (or fail to do so) beyond the academy.
To what extent are they visible in non-academic contexts, and to what extent does the non-academic
community contribute to or affect modeling practices and decisions? One interesting example is the use
of crowdsourcing, which is now common both as a way of accomplishing the primary modeling of source
material (as for instance in the well-known cases of the New York Public Library menu transcription
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project and the Transcribe Bentham project22) and as a way of creating or enhancing metadata through
annotation, keywording, and other practices. As the two projects just mention demonstrate,
crowdsourcing clearly can operate in both a broad-based way that welcomes very wide participation or
in a manner that requires more intensive training and support; these approaches naturally entail quite
different approaches to the transcription process and to quality assurance. But in both cases, the
involvement of the public means exposing a set of modeling assumptions to public view and also testing
them against cultural expectations: the NYPL menu project depends on shared familiarity with the ways
food is described and consumed, and also historicizes those practices by exposing transcribers to menus
from time periods and cultural contexts beyond their personal experience.
Another relevant example is the ways in which metadata developed in an expert context (such as a
museum or library setting) now serves as a highly visible point of public access to collections that were
formerly accessible chiefly to experts. As materials from museums and archives are digitized and made
accessible, the terminology and organizational systems through which those materials were originally
modeled are coming under a different kind of scrutiny, and are being asked to perform in functional
contexts quite different from those of their original creation. Organizations like the DPLA or Europeana
offer a context for rethinking the ways in which metadata performs as a system of cultural meaning and
as a mode of access to cultural capital.

7. Research Outlook
This workshop on Knowledge Organization and Data Modeling in Digital Humanities was a first step
towards bring data modeling into more explicit view as a topic of digital humanities research. The
presentations and discussion showed a substantial amount of existing work in this area, but more
importantly identified a number of directions for further research. This is not an exhaustive list, but it is
already clear that the digital humanities community would benefit from work in the following areas.
1.

A history of data modeling. Because of the rapid growth of the digital humanities as a field—and
ironically, given that the field now has a history going back at least fifty years—there is generally
too little awareness of the history of current debates and research questions, and of the separate
disciplinary strands that contributed to the early shaping of the field. Historicizing digital
humanities methods is a crucial priority, and a history of data modeling in the fields where its
key terms and processes originate would be a significant contribution to this work.

2.

An exploration of uncertainty and how to model it. This is an area of acknowledged importance.
Some of the major data representation systems (such as the TEI Guidelines) include provision for
modeling uncertainty in specific domains, notably the representation of transcriptional and
editorial uncertainty, but most modeling systems at their core require uncertainty to be
represented in the content (e.g. through qualifying notations) rather than in the modeling itself.
We also need further exploration of how to use information about uncertainty in the context of
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See http://menus.nypl.org and http://blogs.ucl.ac.uk/transcribe-bentham/, respectively.
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retrieval, display, and analysis.
3.

A general theory of data modeling, which treats modeling in the digital realm as a set of
activities which share common features, which are embedded into cultural contexts in a similar
way and which can be evaluated in similar terms even though the models (relational databases,
XML) are markedly different and are based on different mathematical concepts.

4.

The relation between data models and process models is crucial for the work on the data model
and its evaluation — this is a well-known fact in the literature on data modeling and was also
discussed during the workshop (for example by Ramsay and Piez). But it is unclear whether this
relation can be analyzed on a more detailed level beyond this very general acknowledgement of
its importance.

5.

The role of process models vs. the role of data models in digital humanities. In DH the
discussion seems to focus on data models (TEI being an obvious example) while process models
seem to be more difficult to generalize. For example, a lot of work has been done on how to
model a text (for example Coombs et.al. 1987, Buzzetti 2002, Sperberg-McQueen and Huitfeldt
2011). Other disciplines, for example from the social sciences or natural sciences, seem more
interested in modeling processes: for example psychologists modeling the reading process, or
physicists modeling processes like the fall of objects. If one looks into books on mathematical
modeling most use cases seem to be processes like growth or change (Mooney and Swift 1999).
Process modeling in this sense is an attempt to model laws and behaviors as a general case and
then derive insight from the ways those models work. However, for the most part humanists
don’t believe that such laws can be identified and modeled for the material in the center of our
disciplines; to the extent that we look at processes, we view them as individual and specific, and
we seek to model them for interpretive rather than predictive purposes. This is obviously related
to the more general question of how the humanities constitute their research objects in contrast to
those processes in the natural sciences, a difference which has been described by the opposition
of nomothetic vs. idiographic (Windelband) approaches. But how does this opposition work in
times when the humanities are integrating more empirical methods (for example Moretti 2005;
Jockers 2013; Erlin and Tatlock 2014) and at least some of the social and natural sciences are
establishing their field of studies beyond a naive realism? In other words, how is data modeling
influenced by these more general questions in philosophy of science and epistemology?

6.

Models and notation. In a time when we know more about the subtle relationship between our
thoughts and the tools to express them, it is natural to ask about the relation between models and
the notation systems used to represent them. Interestingly enough, in some areas graphical
notations have been used widely and successfully, for example crow’s foot notation in relational
database design, while in others, for example XML schemas, none of the offerings has found a
widespread acceptance, which seems to point to marked differences in the way the models are
constructed and communicated.
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7.

Modeling tools and humanities research practice. The case studies presented at the workshop
gave a detailed view of data modeling tools and their various functions within digital humanities
research practice. But a fuller study of such tools could yield important historiographic and
theoretical insight. How have the tools we use for data modeling evolved over time? How do
they express existing assumptions and practices? And how do they affect the way we approach
the modeling process?
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